ADA - 2 CLEARANCES IN AN ACCESSIBLE ROUTE

CLEAR WIDTH
THE CLEAR WIDTH OF WALKING SURFACE SHALL BE 36" MINIMUM.

THE CLEAR WIDTH MAY BE REDUCED TO 32" FOR A LENGTH OF 24" MAXIMUM, PROVIDED THE SEGMENTS ARE SEPARATED BY AT LEAST 48".

CLEAR WIDTH AT TURN
WHERE THE ACCESSIBLE ROUTE MAKE A 180 DEGREE TURN AROUND AN ELEMENT WHICH IS LESS THAN 48" WIDE:

CLEAR WIDTH SHALL BE 42" MINIMUM APPROACHING THE TURN
48" MINIMUM AT THE TURN
42" MINIMUM LEAVING THE TURN
CLEAR WIDTH AT DOOR OPENINGS
DOOR OPENINGS SHALL HAVE A CLEAR WIDTH OF 32” MINIMUM.

CLEAR OPENING TO BE MEASURED BETWEEN THE FACE OF THE DOOR AND THE STOP, WITH THE DOOR OPEN 90 DEGREES.

OPENINGS MORE THAN 24” DEEP SHALL PROVIDE A CLEAR OPENING OF 36” MINIMUM.

THERE SHALL BE NO PROJECTIONS INTO THE REQUIRED CLEAR OPENING LOWER THAN 34” ABOVE THE FINISH FLOOR. PROJECTIONS INTO THE CLEAR OPENING WIDTH BETWEEN 34” AND 80” ABOVE THE FINISH FLOOR SHALL NOT EXCEED 4 INCHES.

FOR MORE INFORMATION SEE ADA GUIDELINES 403 CLEARANCE AND 404 DOOR, DOORWAYS AND GATES